
MACROS eARCHIVEPRINTER: 

ARCHIVE AND FILE FROM ANY 
“PRINTING” PROGRAM

AT A GLANCE

The simple, fast and intuitive filing of documents is the basis 

for establishing electronic archiving and corresponding 

processing systems in a company. With the Macros eArchive 

Printer, Macros Reply offers efficient, electronic filing of 

documents from almost every program. In brief: you can 

archive electronically from any program that can also print. 

The Macros eArchive Printer is opened in the print dialog 

in the corresponding program. The image files that are 

generated are sent to the Macros eDMS, to Macros 

eWorkplace or to an archive / storage system and the 

indexing interface opens. The Macros eArchive Printer 

is therefore the ideal instrument for document filing in 

companies that do not require in-depth integration into MS 

Office or other programs.

MACROS eARCHIVEPRINTER MEANS:

• Program independence: filing / electronic archiving is

possible from any program that can print

• Transaction-secure batch procedure: with Macros eNform

and Macros FileSystem Loader, the documents are entered

and filed in the background

• Creation of a unified format

• No additional rendering necessary
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As a specialist for document management systems within the Reply Group, Macros Reply uses innovative 
software to optimise its customers’ business processes. Company-wide information and document 
management systems, archive solutions, process monitoring and mailbox / file systems from Macros Reply 
have won over numerous renowned customers.

For more information visit us at www.macrosreply.com or www.reply.com
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STORING DOCUMENTS WITH THE 
MACROS eARCHIVE PRINTER

The Macros eArchive Printer can be installed at 

a single work station or throughout the company 

or department using software distribution. The 

user starts the filing in the print menu for the 

corresponding program.

The subsequent filing 

dialog is based on the 

existing filing patterns 

in the department or the 

company. The staff can 

add keywords for filing 

the document with 

the normal indexing 

interface.The Macros 

eArchive Printer receives 

the page output from the 

Microsoft printer driver 

as a bitmap.

This is then converted into the desired image 

format (tif, jpeg, bmp, png) and/or packed into the 

desired container (multipage tiff, pdf, zip).

The view that appears when the file is printed on 

paper is also shown by the image file. The Macros 

eArchive printer offers two additional advantages 

for electronic archiving: the files are all 

stored in a unified format and no longer need to 

be rendered before filing. Since these are image 

files they fulfill the requirements of the PDF/A 

specification and, therefore, legal requirements for 

long-term archiving.

Incidentally: for more extensive work with the filed 

contents, such as Office documents, Macros offers 

the adapter series Macros eXtensions for e-mail 

and office systems. Here, documents can be filed 

directly from the applications but also called up 

again from the end system. For more information, 

please see our website www.macrosreply.de.

Illustration: Adding attributes while � ling with the 
Macros eArchive Printer
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